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RICHARD HRAUER 
Since it has now been proved by 11’. Feit and J. G. Thompson [IV] that 
finite groups of odd order are solvable, our attention will naturally turn to 
groups of finite even order. There are methods available here which do not 
have analogues in the case of an odd order. 
We may pose the following question: Given a Zgroup P, what can be 
said about the finite groups G which have P as their 2-Sylow group ? Usually, 
it will be assumed that also information concerning the centralizers of involu- 
tions is available. Still, it seems rather surprising that nontrivial results for G 
can be obtained in these circumstances. 
‘There are diffcrcnt xvays in which the elements of 1’ can react to G and, 
because of this, it is natura1 to subdivide otlr problem. lcor instance, for each 
G, DC have the G-classes in P, i.c. the intersections of the conjugate classes of 
G with P. It is natural to assume that these G-classes of P are known. ‘J’herc 
are further conditions of this type, but it \vill not be necessary to go into this 
in this paper. 
After some preliminary discussions (Sections II-I\:), we discuss first two 
special cases. In Section VI, groups Pare considered which are direct products 
of two cyclic groups of order 2”’ ,:, 2. If the 2-Sylow group of P of G is 
a quaternion-group and if G has no normal subgroup of odd order greater 
than 1, it had been proved in Erauer-Suzuki 1181 that G has a center of order 
2, see also Suzuki [21]. The proof was complicated in the case of an ordinary 
quaternion group and had only been sketched. In Section 1’11, a simplified 
proof is given. 
In the following sections, P may be an arbitrary 2-group. Choose arbitrarily 
an element v of P and two involutions (i.e., elements of order 2) y1 , yz of P, 
* l’his research was supported by NSF grant G 14100. 
1 \Vc refer to the first paper of this series as I. It appeared in this Journal, vol. 1 
(1964), pp. 152-167. Bracketed numbers [1]-[13] refer to the bibliography in I. 
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equal or distinct. There may or may not exist G-conjugates 71~ E 1’ ofyl and 
Q E P of !z such that ~~7, is G-conjugate to r. In tither case, conclusions 
concerning G can be drawn. We shall leave the discussion of the former case 
to the third paper of this series and assume here that we have elements V, 
y1 , y3 for \vhich no y1 , Q with the stated ptopcrties exist. It will bc shoa-n 
that there exists a normal subgroup ;\’ - G of G which includes the ?-regular 
core H,(G). (I, 92, I), and whose index (G : IV) lies below a bound /3 depending 
only on the order ’ P 1 ---- 2” and the cove-i&ices 1 CG(y2) : R&(yi)) ‘1 of the 
centralizers of the given involutions ~1, , yC! In particular, if G is simple, 
(G/ ::p. 
I f  the orders of the centralizers of the involutions of G are known, and if G 
has more than one conjugate classes of involutions, upper bounds for I G ; 
have been given in Btauer-Fowler [4]. In Section IS, an analogous result is 
given for the case that G has only one class of involutions. However, the 
bounds in this case are much larger and when P is a cyclic group or a quater- 
nion group, we can only give bounds for the core index ) G : R,(G) j of G. 
WC shall say that a group G is coreIfree (for the prime p :- 2), if 
R,(G) =- {l). I f  G is arbitrary, of course G = G/-%,(G) is core-free and its 
2-Sylow groups are isomorphic to I-‘. Since R,(G) is solvable by the Feit- 
Thompson theorem, G and t? have the same simple noncyclic constituents. 
There exist 2-groups E’ for which there occur only finitely many non- 
isomorphic, core-free groups G with P as thcit 2-Sylon- groups. Results of 
this natutc arc obtained in Section 1. ITor instance, lve may take for P the 
2-Sylow groups of the simple Suzuki-groups S’~(2~“~7 I). 
4. PREPARATIONS 
II. Fusro~ IN P-GROUPS 
Let P be a given finite p-group. For the time being, p may be an arbitrary 
prime. By afusion 9 in P, we mean a set of ordered pairs (x, y) of elements of 
P which satisfy the conditions (I), (II), and (III) below. The point is that if G 
is a finite group xvith P as its p-Sylow group, the set .F(G) of all G-conjugate 
pairs of elements of P satisfies our conditions. 
We require 
(I) .,F defines an equiz~alence relation on 1’. 
(II) 9(r) E F, i.e. if X, y  E P aye conjugate in P, then (x, y) E 9. 
If  (s, y) E .F, we call y  an S-conjugate of s, and we can speak of the 
F-class K of x consisting of the *F-conjugates of X. If  y  E K is chosen such 
that 1 K,(y) j ,) / &p(x) / for z E K, y  will be said to be an extrenze element. 
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I f  there exist finite groups G with P as thcirp-Sylow-group and if .F = .%(G), 
then for extreme elements y, the group CP(y) is a p-Sylow group of KG(y). 
Our final condition for fusions .F is 
(III) I f  (s, y)E.F nnrl if y is e.utreme, there exists an isomo7$zir~~z t, oj 
$(&X) into K,(y) such that J' --: O(x) rrr7d that (a, O(z)) E .FfOY n/l z E K,(x). 
It follow from the preceding remark that if groups G with P as Sylow 
groups exist, then .F .= .9(G) satisfies (III). 
The conditions (I), (II), (III) imply that elements in the same .F-class 
ha\~ the same orders. If  (x, y) E ,F, then (.v, ~3’) E .P for all integers Y. 
Given a p-group P and a fusion 3 in P, we can propose to study the 
groups G with P as their p-Sylow groups SIIC~ that S(G) r= .9. No such G 
riced exist, since there arc further conditions besides (I), (II), (III) which 
are satisfied by all Y(G). No necessary and sufficient conditions for the exist- 
ence of G for given .‘F are known. 
If  .F is a fusion in the II-group P, the focal group P*(F) is defined as the 
subgroup of P generated by all quotients ,~-‘y of elements J, y  with xm-iy E P. 
Then 
P’ s l-‘*(F) <i P. 
I f  there exists groups G with P as their p-Sylow group and with -F(G) == 9, 
then, as is well known, there exist normal subgroups II of G with P*(.F) 
as their p-Sylow group P such that P/P*(F) ‘v G/H is the maximal abelian 
p-quotient of G. 
If  0 is a normal subgroup of P and if P -=- P/Q, we shall say that a fusion .F 
in l’cowrs a fusion 5 in P, if for every (2, B) E .F there exist coset representa- 
tives .x, _v E P of 2, y  such that (.x, y) E .%. 
III. SOME LEMMAS 
Let G be a finite group and let p be a fixed prime. Let the principalp-block 
R,, 7~ B,(G) consist of the irreducible characters xi of G with i ranging over 
the index set s(B,). I f  v  is an element of G. we shall set 
h(G, v) = 2 1 xi(v) i2 < I t&(v) / . (3.1) 
iES(ll,,) 
In particular, we write A(G) for X(G, I), 
h(G) = X(G, 1) == 2 xf 
ia 
(3.2) 
where we wrote xi for the degree of xi , 
xi = Xi(l). (3.3) 
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PKOPOSI1.ION 1. The number X(G, v) is a positive rational itiffxci.. if 
e m: G/W,(G), then 
h(G, c) = A((;, 5) .’ c&Y) (3.4) 
where 7: -= vSi,(G) is the iniuge of v iit G’. 
h(G) := A(c) <: G : A,(G) / . (3.5) 
The equality sign holds iz /3..5), if and only if C 5 is qf dejciency class 0 ji)r p 
(cf. 1, $4)’ 
Indeed, I $3, Lemma 2 shows that h(G, ‘cl ) is a rational integer. Since 
x0 : I t R, , X(G, T!) 0. The equality in (3.4) is an immediate conse- 
quence of I, ‘Theorem I, since we can identify B,(G) and B,(e). The second 
part of (3.4) follows from (3.1) applied to (7. Taking z: mm 1. we obtain (3.5). 
The equality sign holds in (3.S), f  i and only if B,(G) if the only p-block of (7. 
PROPOSI?‘IOiS 2. Let T be a p-elemerzt (?f‘ G a?ld let v  be II p-regular element 
of K,(T). l’herl 
h(G, TV) : h(C’,(T), .Zj) (3.6) 
and, in particular 
h(G, 7) = X(q&r)). (3.7) 
Pyoof. I f  the notation is as in I, (2.6), \ve find 
X(G, 712~) --= 
x2 
@,,yq7+j$(z9 
ies(B,,l ,I " 
where CJ: , ‘p: range over tlie tmduiar irrcducihlc characters of B,(~\),(v)), 
cf. I $3, Corollary 4. Yaw I, (2.7) yields 
h(G,-isa) -= c c;,,p;(vl rp;(t'). (3.8) 
P .(i 
I f  this formula is used for K:,( v  instead of G and for TT m= 1, we obtain the ) 
same expression and this yields (3.6). For z’ m=- I, we have (3.7). 
Remarks. On combining (3.8)with[l],(3.10) and (3.F) \\e see that h(C, w) 
is divisible by the highest power of p which divides / bc(,zl) I, In particular, 
A(G) is divisible by the highest power of p which divides : G j. Furthermore, 
I G: A,(G) j 1’ res ,e ovv a bound depending only on h(G), cf. I 93, C’orollary 1, 1 1 
I,E~T~IA 1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Let B be a p-block of G and 
let x he an irreducible character in B. If an irreducible constituent Z/I of x , H 
belottgs to a p-block b of H, then for every character $I, E b, there wists a characfer 
x1 E B such that I/J, is a constituent of x, ’ N. 
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Proof. It sufFices to prove this in the case that $ and $I have a modular 
irreducible constituent f  in common. Then there exists a modular irreducible 
constituent 97 of x such that [ occurs in p 1 H. Let F,; be the modular represen- 
tation of G with the character y  and let Z, denote the corresponding inde- 
composable component of the regular representation. Let 17, and Z’: have 
the analogous significance for [. By Clifford’s theorem, F,,;,: / H is completely 
reducihlc and F, may be taken as an irreducible bottom constituent of Fcj Ii 
and hcncc of Z/<[ 1 I?. By a theorem of 7‘. Kakayama [IO; 5, $261, LT!, I II 
is a direct sum of chief indccomposablc representations of H. It follows that 
Z ‘$ is one of them and now Nakayamn’s thwrcm implies that the modular 
character 4’ of G induced by 4 contains y: ;ts an irreducible constituent. 
C’onscquently, the character 4:: of G induced by +I contains CF as a modular 
constituent. It follow that there exists an irreducible character x1 in i,!$ 
which has 41 as modular constitrlent and therefore belongs to B. Since hy 
Probenius’ reciprocity theorem, lb1 is a constituent of x1 [I, this proves the 
lemma. 
If x is taken as the principal character of G, Lemma 3 shows that every 
character & in the principal block of II appears in the restriction of some 
2, c II,, to Il. \Ve now obtain casil) 
h(G) 2 h(ZZ). (3.9) 
‘I’hc follo~~ing Lemma \vill be used occasionally. 
Proof. 1F.e may take s(1) = I for II = 0. JVc use induction on n. \\‘ithout 
restriction, \ve may assume that Q,,(G) = (I:. Since G is soluble, there 
csists a normal elementary abelian subgroup S $- {I), and as ci,,(G) = (11, 
the group S is a p-group, say j S ) = lo“ :- I. Sow G in its action on S 
dctines ~1 modular representation of G of degree Y in the field with p elements. 
‘IX kernel is C“ = \&(.I‘) and G.:I: is isomorphic with a subgroup of GL(v, p), 
Iiencc 
’ (3 : c , ,.< I GI,(r, p) 1 . 
Set R,)(G/,S) = L,‘S. By induction, 
,G:I/ < s(p”-‘). (3.10) 
Since I, : S’ / is prime to p, S is a p-Sylow subgroup of L and of I, n C. 
No two distinct elements of S are conjugate in L n C ad Burnside’s theorem 
shows that I, n C has ;I normal p-complement C.. As a characteristic sub- 
group of I, n C 4 G, then IT is norm;ii in G. and since I- is P-regular, 
1,. -= { 1). Hence I, n CJ mu. ,Y and 
IL: s j [IL: (‘. ‘< / GL(r,p) 1. (3.11) 
Xow (3.10) and (3.11) imply that ~ G ; lies bclovv a bound depending only 
on $J’!, and the Lemma is proved. 
IV. RELATIONS BETWEES THE VALUES OF THE 
CHARAC~TRS OF A FIXED p-BLOCIC 
\Ve now derive the relations which are basic for this paper. ‘I’he order 
G 1 will bc assumed to be even. 
If  CJ E G, the elements T t G with F’CJT ::- ~4 form a subgroup &g(o), the 
extended centralizer of CT. Either Kc(u) ~ K:(O), or Kc;(~) has index 2 in cl-F(u). 
I f  T-ioT :; o-1, we say that 7 incerts U. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be a group of eaett order und let p be u prCme dividing 
j G ‘. Let T be a p-element of G and let -vl and J:! be involutions of C, epnl or 
dfffrent. Assume that there do not exist G-conjugates y1 of y1 and q2 ofy2 such 
that ~1~7~ has the p-factor 71. Then, fey each p-hloclz B v f  G, 
2 GXi(YI) ,dYr);‘~, =- 0 (4.1) 
ics(I9) 
where the xi with i E S(B) are the irreducible characters in 13, s, -- ,y?( i), und 
where the &yfl are the decomposition numbers belonging to fixed members pz qf 
basic sets Y,) for the p-blocks b of C&(X). Also, 
Proqf. Let K, denote the conjugate class of y1 , i = 1, 2. Let ZI be a 
p-regular element of Q(n) and let K be the conjugate class fo nz. Express the 
product [K,] [KJ of the class sums of K, , K, in the group algebra (I $2, 2) 
by class sums. Our assumption shows that ~~71 cannot be written in the form 
qiqz with q1 E K, , Q E K, . Hence the coefficient y  of [K] in [K,] [K,] is 0. 
Using the well known formula for y, we obtain 
2 x&d Xi(Yd Xi(Yk?)l~i = 0 (4.3) 
i 
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where xi ranges over all irreducible characters of G. Apply now the formu- 
las I, (2.6) to express x~(~Tu) by the members $ of basic sets yb for the blocks b 
of C&(V) and the decomposition numbers &TP . It follows from the linear 
independence of the $ that the coefficient of each p’: vanishes. This yields 
If q.;5 E yr, , here d$ = 0 except when xi belongs to the block bG of G, (I, $2, 5). 
This yields (4.1). The equation (4.2) is obtained on multiplying (4.1) with 
$(a) and adding over all p’r E pb for all b with bG = B. 
The number of xi appearing in (4.2) is at most j P 12. This is the advantage 
of (4.2) compared to (4.3). 
COROLLARY 1. If  r is a p-element of G, if y1 , yz are involutions of G and 
if no G-conjugate of y1 inverts r’, then (4.1) and (4.2) hold. 
Indeed suppose that we have G-conjugates Q of yr and Q of yz such that 
q1q2 has the p-factor Z-, say qlris = TV where v  is a p-regular element of 
C,(n). Then 
Since or inverts xv, it inverts the power r of nv and we have a contradiction. 
We now take p = 2. We formulate our results in a slightly different 
manner. 
Let P be a 2-group and let .F be a fusion in P. Let n be an element of P 
and let yr , y2 be two involutions. As discussed in the Introduction, we are 
interested here in the case that the following condition (*) on (v, yr , ye) is 
satisfied: 
There do not exist F-conjugate E1 of y1 arid t2 of y2 in P 
such that E,[, is an extreme .F-conjugate of Z-. 
(*) 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume that P is a 2-group, .% a .fusion in P, and that 
elements rr E P and the involutions y1 , y2 t P satisfy condition (*). If G is a 
group with the 2-Sylow group P and fusion 9-(G) = 9, there do not exist 
G-conjugates 71 of y1 and q2 of y2 such that q1y2 has the 2-factor x. 1~ particular, 
(4.1) and (4.2) hold. 
Proof. Suppose that Q , r/2 are G-conjugates of yi , y2 respectively and set 
5 = 171172 == pv 
where p is a 2-element and where v  E KG(p) is 2-regular. Since q1 and Q 
are involutions, 
T?iQ = 172771 = 5-l, $iq2 = 712q1 = 5-l. 
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This implies 
Then 5, is conjugate to Q in the dihedral group {<, TV) and hence conjugate 
to yn in G. Furthermore, 7, c 6:(p). Since {Q , p) is a 2-group, it is con- 
tained in a 2-Sylow group Q of Kz(,). After replacing 5 = pv and Q by 
suitable G-conjugates, we may assume Q c 1’. Then q1 and p belong to I’. 
Now, a 2-Sylow group of C,(p) C K:(p) I ies in P. Hence p is extreme with 
regard to 9 = .9(G). Since y1 is G-conjugate to 31~ and Ee to ya , it follon-s 
from (*) that p = 7,-E? is not a G-conjugate of r. This proves Proposition 5. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 5 be n .fusion in the 2-group P and let y1 , yz be tzo 
inaolutions in P. If  there do not exist F-conjugates T, ofyl aud Q of y2 such that 
rllv2 is an extreme C~-co+4@e qf y,y? , then no $nite group G can haze the 
2-sylou: group P and fusion S(G) = 3. 
Remark I. I f  no .9-conjugate of the involution yr E P inverts an extreme 
9-conjugate 7 of T E P, then the condition (*) is satisfied by (.rr, yr , yr) for 
any choice of the involution ye E P. 
Retnavk 2. If  the center J(P) of 1’ contains elements n of order larger 
than 2, then the condition is (*) is satisfied by (VT, yr , yJ for any choice of 
the involutions yr , ya of 1’. 
This follows from Remark I. since an extreme F-conjugate Q- of 7 E J(l’) 
lies itself in 3(P). 
Remark 2 shows that if no triples exist in I’ which satisfy condition (“), 
then i=(P) is elementary abelian. This implies that all factor groups in the 
ascending central series of P are elementary abelian. 
13. DISCUSSIOZ OF SOME SPECIAL 2-GROUPS P ’ 
V. CONSTRUCTION OF SIWIAL COLUMN:, FOR THE PRINCIPAL P-BLOCK 
It happens frequently that in (4.2), the involutions yi , ~3~ are fixed while 
for v  several (nonconjugate) p-elements can be taken. We can then obtain 
new equations by linear combination of the equations (4.2). Then the x,(n) 
will be replaced by coefficients n, and we arc interested in doing this such 
1 Part C of the paper is independent of Part B. 
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that the U, are integers and that c a: is relatively small. ‘The purpose of this 
section is to facilitate this work. Actually, the method can be modified and 
extended in a number of ways. 
Let G be a finite group and let Q bc a p-subgroup of G for sotne given 
prime p. If  0 is a generalized character of 0 and if x( is an irreducible character 
of the principal p-block B,, , set 
n,(H) = (Xi IO, 4 = IO I-’ c X,(“! &4. (5.1) %Ef) 
Then u,(O) is an integer and (5.1) defines a “column” (I(Q) in Z for the block 
4’ , (1, $5). 
Lmm 3. Let ,O be a p-subgroup of G, let N 2 Q be a subgroup of %,(Q)~ 
and let L,’ be a subset of ,O which is inaariant under ,V. Assume that the following 
condifions aye satis$ed. 
(I) I f  01 E li is a G-conjugute of /3 ~0, there exist o E N, with /3 := ,x0. 
(II) For B E U, the number 
ZL’ --= h(K-,(oc))/[ K,(n) I (5.2) 
is independent of I~. 
[ f  0, 77 aye generalized characters of Q and (f 8 wmishes outside U, thtw 
Proof. I f  we denote the inner product on the left of (5.3) by ,S, we find 
from (5.1) that 
where (x(a),x(p)) is the inner product of the columns hvith the entries 
x?(e), x,(p) respectively for the block B, . By I, (2.8) and (2.6), this product 
vanishes, if N and ,8 are not G-conjugate. On the other hand, if 01 and /3 are 
G-conjugate and hence x,(a) = x!(p), the formulas (3.1) and (3.7) above shox 
that 
(x(4, x(P)) = (x(4 x(4 = XG, m) = W%(4). 
Since B vanishes outside I:, it suflices to let 01 range over C’ and we obtain 
I e I2 s = c map)) Q(4 2’ T(B) 
ZEU 8 
where 1-3 ranges over the G-conjugates of :L in 0. On account of assumption (I), 
/l in C’ ranges over the distinct elements of the form 01” with 0 E A:. ‘l’hen 
Using assumption (II), we find 
Since \ve can again let Y range over 0, this yields (5.3). 
LEMMA 4. Let ,O be a p-subgroup (d G, let 0’ be a subset of Q and awlme 
that there exists au involution ] of G such that 110 rr E c’ is irzverted by a G-con- 
jugate of J. If 0 is a generalized chaructev of C_, which vanishes outside ti, then 
(5.4) 
(5.61 
where i ranges over s(B,). [f (1, 0) ;c 0, tl let1 either there exist at least two 
positive and two negative ai with i E s(B) or G has a proper normal subgroup 
H 2 (H,(G), 1). 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1, Section I\’ that (4.2) holds for 
4’, rz J’2 : J and all pi E I’. On multiplying (4.2) with ; 0 /-r&r) and adding 
over all 7~ E (;, w-e obtain (5.4) cf. (5.1). The hypothesis of Lemma 4 implies 
that 1 $ C! and that no conjugate of J belongs to U. Now I, (2.8) and (2.6) 
show that the columns x(l) and x(J) for the block B, are orthogonal to the 
column x(a) with cx E Cr. Applying again (5.1), \ve obtain (5.5) and (5.6). 
Let s be the subset of s(B,) consisting of those i for which a,(B) f  0. Of 
course, it suffices to let i range over s in (5.4), (5.5), (5.6). Suppose now that 
(1, 0) f  0. For x,, -= 1, we find from (5.1) that a,(B) == (1, 0) f  0. Thus, 
0 E s. 
If  {uJ and {vi} are variables, we introduce the nonsingular symmetric 
bilinear form 
qu, v) = 2 q(O) UiVi/.xi . 
ia 
Interpret our variables as coordinates in a real projective space Let x be 
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the point with the coordinates (xi 1 i E s} and x’ the point with the coordinates 
(x?(J) 1 i ES]. Now (5.5), (5.4) (5.6) read 
2-(x, x) = T(s’, x’) == T(x, x’) = 0. (5.7) 
Hence x and x are points of a nondegenerate quadric r which are conjugate 
with regard to r. 
It follows already from (5.5) that not all a?(@) have the same sign and that s 
contains indices i # 0. If  all but one of the ai have the same sign, then r 
does not contain a real line and (5.7) im pl ies that .x = x’. For i = 0, we have 
s,, --I x0(J) == 1. Hence xi = ~~(1) f  or all i E S. Choose here i -+ 0 and let H 
denote the kernel of xi Then J E II, H Q G, H + G. Since I, Theorem 1 
shoals that %(G) or N, this completes the proof. 
VI. GROUPS WTH AN ABELIhx 2-SYLOW GROUP OF 
?'YPE (2”‘, 2”‘) WITH m > 2 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group whose 2-Sylow group P is nbelian of type 
(2”&, 2”‘) with m > 2. Jf G is core-free (i.e. ; f  S,(G) = {l}), the?1 P -3 G, 
iS,(P)==P,andJG:PI isIor3. 
PYOO~. Since P is abelian, any fusion of elements of P in G takes place 
already in S,(P). There exist exactly three involutions Ji , J2, Jza = I1 Jz 
in 1’. Any (T E 1)2,(P) effects a permutation 7r(~) of I1 , J2 , J3 . As is well 
known and proved easily, the mapping CT -+ n(o) has the kernel Kc(P). Since 
!&(P),‘c,(P) is 2-regular, 
!v,(P) : C,(P) 1 = 1 or 3. 
I f  K&E’) = !R,(P), Burnside’s theorem shows that G has a normal 2-com- 
plement II’. Since G is core-free, then II’ -= (l}, and G = P. 
We may therefore assume that 
SC(P) = {K,(T), t}. 
where t has order 3 over K,(P) and interchanges Jt , J2, J3 cyclically. 
Let a + 1 be an element of P. If  we apply the preceding argument to 
Kc(a) instead of G, then as t 4 co(a), we see that Kc(~) has a normal 2-com- 
plemcnt. By (3.5) and (3.2), 
A(&+)) = A(P) = 22”‘ for agP,a:# 1. (6.1) 
Let 4,) = 1, A, ... denote the irreducible character of P. Set 
Y = (2P”i - 1)/3 3 5. (6.2) 
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Since t acts without fixed points on 1’ (I 1, the zJ, can be arranged such that 
no t\vo of 
$0 , $1 . ‘, 4, 
are associated under t or I ‘, and that the rctnaining irreducible characters 
of P are #f , $I-’ with i = I, 2, “‘, r’. 
i1.e shall apply Lemma 3 \vith 0 : P, C’- = Q -~- { 1) and V := j(,,, f  1. By 
(6.1) and (5.2), w = 3/ ~ N : P 1 It follows from (5.3) that 
For 
bi L= ct($hj c/b”) := cl(&) -. a($,), 
this yields 
(lli ) b,) -- 3 ‘- cc,, , I ,.: i . j < r. (6.3) 
If  wc set c1 = b, - b,. for 1 :: i .: r ~ 1 then (c, , cj) 7 1 .; Sij An easy 
discussion (cf. Brauer-Leonard [f6, p. 4381) 1 s 101~s that the nonzero cocf- 
ficients of the Y -~ 1 columns c, appear in Y rows and, if the rows arc taken 
in suitable order, the matrix in the first Y ~ I of the rows and in the 1’ 1 
columns is EI,_~ with E .= :t_ I while all coefficients in the u-th row are - E. 
By (6.3), (6,. , ci) = ~~ I It follows that b,. has the mm coeficicnt un in the 
first F 1 of our rows and the coeflicicnt z -; E in the last row. There occur 
further rows in which all coefficients of ci , ..-, c, -I vanish If the coefficients 
of b,, in these rows are 8, , 6, , .“, then (6.3) yields 
For the row corresponding to x0 I, LVC have q,($,J --m 1, CZ,,($~) z 0 b> 
(5. I). Hence the coefficient of b, in this row is ~~~ 1, while the coefficients of 
all tj vanish. This shows that one Sj in (6.4) has the value - 1. It follows 
from (6.4) that x = 0 and that WC have exactly three nonzcro Si , each of 
which is +I 1 I f  WT take these three ro\vs above the I rows discussed before, 
\ve see now readily from the information obtained, t!lat the nonzcro coef- 
ficients of the columns b, , b, , .--, b,. appear in to\\-s of the following form 
6, s,, “’ 6” 
s1 6, “’ 6, 
s2 s, ‘.. s, 
E 0 “’ 0 
0 E .‘. 0 
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Denote the character corresponding to the (z’ - 1)st row by xi; x0 =: 1, 
6, I=; -- 1. 
In particular, (6.5) shows that a,(rClj) ~- n,($+,) = 6, for i = 0, 1, 2 andj ==:I, 
2. ‘.., r. Since x,(t-‘ut) = xi(~) for a: E P, it follows from (5.1) that 
Hence a,(#) - a,(&,) = 6, for every nonprincipal irreducible character 4 of 
P and i = 0, 1, 2. Since (5.1) implies 
(for a E Q -= P) 
v\-ith the sum ranging over all irreducible characters # of P, we obtain 
xi(a) = - ii, (for 01 E P, N + 1; 0 5: i < 2). (6.6) 
As (x, 1 P, 1) is an integer, we see from (6.6) that 
,yi 2: - Si (mod Z2n‘), (i = 1, 2). (6.7) 
\I’e may choose z+!~i as a nonprincipal character of P with & -= #,, . Then 
all elements of order less than 2?” of P belong to the kernel of #i and in 
it s&ices to let 01 range over the elements of P of order 2”. Since 112 > 2, 
and since the 2-Sylow group of G is abelian, none of these elements is inverted 
by a conjugate of Ji . 
Now Lemma 4 can be applied to 0 m= P with l,r chosen as the set of 
elements of order 21” in P and 0 = #, .-~ $,) . Taking (6.5) and (6.6) for a : -7 
into account. we obtain 
- 1 -f ~,!x, + S,!s, .L Ej&yI!‘.Y3 = 0, (6.8) 
-- 1 -I- 6,s, :- s,x, m)m ESa = 0, - 3 + %(.I) .= 0. (6.9) 
Suppose that xi f  1, So + 1. By (6.7) , xi > 15, x2 > 15 and (6.8) yields 
~cY/.Y:, 3 13!15 whence E = 1, sQ < 10. Since (6.9) implies x3 .z 3 (mod 16), 
we have x3 = 3. Now (6.8) leads to a contradiction. 
Hence x, = I for i = 1 or 2. By (6.7), Si = - 1 and (6.6) shows that P 
belongs to the kernel Ha of xi 
Then J1a is a proper normal subgroup of G and since G is core-free so is 
N,, Furthermore, Ha still has the 2-Sylow group P and we may assume in 
the way of induction that the theorem holds for f$,, . Hence P 4 Ho and this 
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implies 1’ CI G. It follows that Q(P) . I G and then that 51,(&,(T)) =~ (I}. 
Since K,(P) has a normal 2-complemcnr, we obtain Cc,(P) 7 1’ and 
j G : P ) ~: I !R,(P) : EG(f’) : I or 3. q.e.d. 
For applications in Section \-II, MC add some results for the case that P is 
elementary abelian of type (2, 2). ‘II ieorcm 1 no longer is valid. In fact, there 
exist infinitely many simple groups of type LF(2, q) with the 2-Sylon- group P. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G be rz jinite group with a 2-S3’low group I’ which is 
eleme?ltary abeliall of type (2, 2). Either (; hns three or one conjug:ate class of 
involutions. In the .formes case, G has a normal 2-complement and the priupal 
2-block H, of G consists qf the .fonr characters of G/S>,(G) zz P of degree 1. 
In the latter case, I$ consists of four characters x0 =- 1, ,yl , iy2 , xn such thai 
x,(u) E; := J+ 1 for 2-singulur elements ?f G. Moveo72er, 
and 
,x, -7 X,(l) c= ci (mod 4) for i := 1, 2, 3 
I + %X1(4 ! En&(V) .i EaX3(V) = 0 (6.10) 
fey d-regular elements v  of G. 
Proof. Again, 1 S,(P) : &(I’) ! --- I or 3. In the former case, G has a 
normal 2-complement and the statements for this case are immediate. In 
the latter case, G has only one class of involutions. If  / is an involution, 
K,(J) has a normal 2-complement. \Ve apply the results of I, Section 2 and 3. 
In particular, I (2.6) for L3 :m R,, , T : .I reads 
xiU’u) = die , (i E s(B)). 
By I (2.7) (b;: , b;) =m: 4 f  or the corresponding column, TVe cannot have 
d;‘, = 0 since then xi would vanish for all 2-singular elements and would have 
defect 0. Since dj, EZ,, it is now clear that B, consists of four irreducible 
characters xI and that if we set E, = d:, , then ci = Ii; 1. ‘Ihe relation (6.10) 
is a consequence of I (2.6) and (2.7) with w -= J, 7~’ : 1. The congruence for 
X, is obtained by considering (,yi i P, 1). 
Remark. Assume that G has one class of involutions in Proposition 6. For 
s = 1, (6.10) reads 
1 -k EIXl + E.& m+ E& = 0. (6.11) 
Since s, > 0, at least one ei with i > 0 is positive and one is negative, say 
or = 1, l a = - 1. (6.10) shows that we can choose 1, x1 , Q,Q as basic set 
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for B, (I, Section 17). I f  this is done, the corresponding matrices of decomposi- 
tion numbers and Cartan invariants arc 
VII. GROUPS WHOSE 2-SYLOW GRWP IS A QUATERNIOX GROUP 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a ,j?nite coye-free group xhose 2-.Yylozc group P is a 
quaternion group. Then G has n center qf order 2, r/8, 211. 
Proof. Let P have order P, I’ : {CT, 7) with 
\Ve first deal with the case II 2 4. Apply Lemma 3 with Q = {at, N =: P, 
taking for U the set of elements of orders 2+’ and 2n-2 > 4 in Q. Since the 
center of P has order 2, the group Cc,(a) f  or u: E 1.’ cannot contain any 2-Sylow 
group of G. Hence the cyclic group 0 is a 2-Sylovv group of KC(~) and K,(a) 
has a normal 2-complement for a: E 1:. Thus, A(&-(00) = 2”.-r and, by (5.2) 
ZL’ =~- 1. If  N E 1,; is conjugate in G to an element p E 0, then ~3 must be a 
power a” vvith odd exponent I’. I f  sm-liyg =- (Y? with g E G, the 2-regular factor 
of ,q commutes with a and RC may assume that R is a 2-element. NOW, (,r, Y] 
belongs to a 2-Splow group. However, the only powers of an element a: of a 
yuatcrnion group P1 conjugate to * in P, are ‘til. It is now clear that the 
condition (I) of Lemma 3 is satisfied too. 
Let # denote the character of degree 1 of Q for which C/I(U) = 2/z 1 and 
take 6’ =: I/ - 1. Then H vanishes on Q CT and (5.3) yields 
(cl(O), a(O) = (il, 1, JI 1 -i i/J’ 1) -- 3. 
Since n(O) is a column in Z, it has three nonzero coefhcients, each of which is 
j, 1. Now Lemma 4 applies and G has a proper normal subgroup ZZ con- 
taining /. Since G is core-free, so is N. ‘I’hc 2-Sylow group PO = P n H of 
ZZ can contain only one involution and hence is tither cyclic or a quatcrnion 
group. In the former case, ZZ leas a normal 2-complement and ZZ := I’,,. In 
the latter case, we may assume by induction that J(H) = [/I. In both cases, 
.Z is the only inr-olution in FZ and this implies J E J(G). On the other hand, 
3(G) is a 2-group since R,(G) =m ; 1:. Wence ,3(G) g :3(P) -= {Jj and WC have 
3(G) :-= (/). 
It remains to deal with the cast II = 3 whcrc 1’ is an ordinary quatcrnion 
group. The conjugate classes of I’ arc reprcsentcd h! 
If  no distinct of these elements arc G-conjugate, G has a normal 2-comple- 
mcnt and the theorem is trivial. Suppose then that trio of the elements are 
conjugate in G, say 6 -‘ox 7 \z,ith g F G. Since I’ is a 2-Sylo1~ group of the 
extended centralizers of 0 and 7 and since 7 is conjugate to 7 ’ in I’, a Sylon 
group argument shows that we may assume that g E 9$-(P). ‘Then g has odd 
order over Pci,(l-‘), and it permutes the thrcu cyciic groups {o), IT), {DT~ 
cyclically; 
This shovx that G has only one class of elements of order 4. The group 
E:(u) has the cyclic 2-Sylow group {u), and, consequently, it has a normal 
2-complement. By I, %ection III, Corollary 3, the modular principal character 
is the only modular irreducible character in the principal ?-block of Q(O). 
The corresponding (‘artan invariant is 4. Now, I (2.6) \vith ?T : c, 7: m- 1 
yields 
x(u) = i)l’ (7.2) 
where X(U) and bz are the columns for 12,, = R,,(G) with the entries X!(U) and 
d:, respectively; i E s(B,). By I (2.7), (23) 
(b,: ) b”,) == 4, (bi , x(l)) -- 0. (7.3) 
\\Te also need information concerning the columns 3; of 11, \I:e first ha\-e 
to construct a basic set tp,, for the principal 2-block b of KG(J). As discussed 
in I Section \‘, we can replace this group by e -= KJJ):{/j. I f  bars indicate 
residue classes mod (,/i, the 2-Sylow group 1’ of f? is elementary abelian 
1’ = jf?, ?i. Since (7.1) implies that ,e commutes with 13~ :m 7? .= J, xve have 
.:’ E Kc;(/), and 2 t e interchanges rT, f,  (5~ cyclically. Hence e has one class 
of involutions and Proposition 6 and the remark at the end of Section VI 
apply. It follows that the basic set for B,,(c) consists of three functions 
Z/J,, mm: I, I,!Q , #2 and that we may assume that the C’artan invariants are I -’ S,, 
In the case of B,(K,(J)), the same &, , $Q , I/J? can hc used. Here the Cartan 
invariants arc twice those for the quotient group (7. Now the formulas 1 (2.6) 
for $r ; J, ‘: = 1 read 
(7.4) 
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(cf. I Section III, Corollary 4). Riomover, for the columns b: appearing here, 
we find from I (2.7) and (2.8) that 
(bf , ?I;) = 24; -:: 2(1 f s;j), (7.5) 
(x(l), b:) = (b”o ) b;) -.= 0. (7.6) 
The $,(I) are odd integers. Since xi(J) = x<(u) (mod 2), it follows from 
(7.2) and (7.4) that 
If  we set 
211, = b; + q: - ?I: ~- cl; 
211, = b", + b;: ~- b: + b:, (7.7) 
211, = tl; + b; + b: -b; 
ur , us , ua are columns in Z for B, . It follows easily from (7.3), (7.5), and (7.6) 
that 
(x(l), 4 = 0, (b”o , $1 = 2, (Ui j  Uj) = 1 + 2&j . 
In particular, this shows that each ni has three nonzero coefficients and that 
these coefficients are & 1. A coefficient 1 appears in the row corresponding 
to x0 = 1, which we choose as the first row. We may assume that the two 
other nonzero coefficients 8, and 6, of ui appear in the second and third row. 
Moreover, since (bi , ui) = 2, we may assume that the coefficients of bz in 
the first three rows are 1, 6, , 0. 
I f  ui with i = 1 or 2 has a nonzero coefhcient in the second or third row, 
we see easily from (q , ui) = 1 that iti -- 11~ has only one nonzero coefficient. 
This is impossible, since (x(l), ni - ui) := 0. Hence the coefficients of rrg 
and u3 in the second and third row vanish. \Ve can now find the coefficients 
of i$ , b{, and i$ from (7.7) and using (7.4) WC obtain 
Xl(J) = - w f  $1(l) -t df2(1)), X%(J) = - WAU) + 441)). 
It follows that 
1 -.~ S,,,(j) - &X?(J) = 0. (7.8) 
The column ui is a linear combination of columns x(n) with rr E P, = + 1. 
Since / is the only involution in P, the condition (*) is satisfied for (x, J, J) 
and hence (4.2) holds for yi = yz = J. In (4.2), we may replace xi(n) by the 
ith coefficient of q . On account of the form of iti , we then have 
1 + ~lX,(J)“/~l + S2x2U)“h = 0. (7.9) 
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Consider the quadric r with the equation 
By (7.9), the point (I, xl(J), -- ~a(./)) lies on r. Since (11, , x(l)) := 0, also 
(1 , x1 , ,~‘a) lies on r. Finally, (7.8) h s ows that the two points are conjugate. 
As in the proof of Lemma 4, we conclude that the two points are equal and 
that xi(J) == .~i . IIence ] belongs to the kernel H of x1 We can now finish 
the proof as in the cast ,: 1.1 4. 
C. GENERAL RESULTS 
VIII. EXISTENCE OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
PROPOSITION 7. Let G be a group of even order with the 2-5~~10~ group P. 
Assume that condition (*) is satisfiedfor the element v  E P, the involutions y1 , yz 
of G, and the fusion 9 = .9(G). T/ zen there exists an irreducible character 
xfl # I in the principal 2-block B, of G such that 
where y  lies below a bound ~~(2”) depending only on the order 2” of the 2-Sylow 
group of K,(n). Moreover, .for any 2-regular element v  of KG(r), we have 
y  < X&(7-r), v) and, i9z particular, y  < X(Q~T)). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5 that (4.1) and (4.2) hold. On account 
of I, Theorem 7, Corollary 7, we may choose the basic set ~~ for the principal 
2-block b of KG(x) such that ‘pr = 1 E qh and that all Cartan invariants 
I$, lie below a bound y&2”) depending only on 2y . We take p = 0 in (4.1). 
The term corresponding to the principal character x0 is 1. It follows that 
there exists a subset s of s(B,) with 0 6 s such that 
Let x~, denote the minimal value of xi with i E s. Using Cauchy’s inequality 
and I (2.7), we obtain 
$ < c:o c Xi(Yd2 Xi(Y2J2 G YoV) 2 xi(Y1)2 c xi(Y2)2. 
ier ies ies 
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Summing over all i E s(B,) on the right and using (3.1), we find 
.$ < ~“(2”) A(G, yd X(G, .Y& 
Sow, (3.7) yields (8.1) with y  < ~“(29. 
An analogous argument applied to (4.2) gives (4.1) with 
y  -cc h(G, z-v) = X(C,(n), v). 
\Ye can modify the procedure slightly by taking first the real parts in (4.2). 
The sum consisting of the negative terms then is less than or equal to - 1. 
\Ve now set that x/L in (8.1) can be chosen such that 
Re (x&4 x,&) Xir(?‘z)) /’ 0. (8.2) 
and that y  < X(O,(zr), a). 
THEOREM 3. Let G he a group of even ordeer with the 2-Sylow group P; 
I P ! .; 2”. Assume that condition (*) is satisjied ,fov the element 7~ E P, the 
involutions y1 , yz of P and the fusion .3 == F(G). There exists a normal sub- 
group II of G such that 
R,(G) E- H C G; (8.3) 
/ G : H j < . . [2”“+‘r”“h(~:G(yl))‘:2 h(C&~))l/~]! (8.4) 
Here, y  .< y&Y?‘) where 2” is the order qf the 2-Sylow group of K,-(T) and 
y  < A&(T), v) for a72y 2-regular v  E K,(r). 
Remarks. On account of (3.5), we may replace h(K,(yj)) in Theorem I 
by the core index ! O,(y?) : R&(yj)) ; of K&j). Also, X(K&rr), v) may be 
replaced by / K,-(W) /. As shown in Brauer [17], explicit values for ~~(2”) can 
be given. They are very large. We may conjecture that ~~(2”) = 2” suffices. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose xIL as in Proposition 4. All algebraic conjugates 
of x/1 lie in B, Let B be their sum. Then Z has rational values. If  H is the 
kernel of E, then B can be considered as the character of a faithful representa- 
tion of G/H, and a theorem of I. Schur [12] yields / G : H / < (2 Z(l))!. 
Now, B, contains at most 2atL irreducible characters. Hence E( 1) 5: 22’l.v,, 
and the statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7. 
On combining Theorem 3 and Lemma 2, we have the 
COROLLARY 1. Zf in Theorem 3, the groups EG(yl) and 0Jy.J are solvable, 
the index 1 G : H / lies hclow a bound y*(n) which depends only on n. Inparticular, 
if G is simple, j G 1 < y*(n). 
This is an immediate co~wxlue,~ce of’ the remark following I’ropositio,l 7 
since (8.2) shows that x/,(7x) ,;. ,x!, ;u~d 1 lCllW XZ’ dots 11ot lYAon,q to he 
kernel of x,, 
I f  ,nore information was a\-ailablc about the C.arta,l in~xiants, ,L sirnila, 
argument could bc used in connection Gth the discussion of (4.2) in ordc, 
to show that n, y1 , yz cannot all belong to If. \Ve must use a detour and 
waken (8.4) in order to obtain a result of this nature. 
(G : f-l) < ,B. (8.3 
Pwyf. Suppose that for some positive integer r, ux have a bound pcYJ 
depending only on ‘Y, ?I, X&(y,)), and X(KG(y2)) with the following property: 
There exist Y nonprincipal characters x, , xr , ‘.., sI in H, such that if H,. is 
the intersection of their kcrncls, then 
/ G : II, [ /3”‘. (8.5) 
For r _ 1, the existence of p (,, folio?vs Croni Proposition 7 and ‘l’heorcm 3. 
Suppose that I/, still contains 7, ?I1 , 3’:: ‘I’hen these elements belong to the 
2-S$OW group I’,. -= P n i1, , and it is clear that theq’ satisfy condition (“) 
in I-‘, for .%, == .F(I-1,.). Appl\- our result to II,. instead of G. By Proposition 3. 
X(K:,.(y,)) C.1 X(K,(yl)). So\v, Proposition 7 ~1~0~~s tllat there exists a chnractcr 
# -/-‘I i,l the principal 2-block U,,(/!,) of El, such that G(l) lies below a 
bound p* depending only on 11, h(K,,(jl,)j, h(Lic(y2)). The restrictions x, II, 
arc trivial for i = 0, I, -.., 1.. On account of l,emma 1, 9 is a constituent ai” 
the restriction x H,. of a character x E I?,, . ‘l’akc x, . I : x. Since xC , is il 
COlJStitilCnt of the character of G‘ i,lduWd by $!J, it follon-s from (8.5) that 
I f  II” is the kernel of x,,+, , {LX can give an estimate for ! G : H” ) as in the 
proof of Theorem 3. It is then clcnr for H, , =- fi* n f-f,. that v-e have an 
inequality (8.5) for Y ; I instead of I’ \vith a suitable /3(‘:‘) of the required 
kind. 
Since U, contains at most 2z’1 characters xr , this process must terminate. 
Hence WC fit,d an II, with r < 2”” which cannot contain 7, y, , yr . This 
)Celds the statement. 
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Rewwk. In Theorem 4, we can replace A(KJyj)) by the core index 
(UYJ : W,(Y,)) of ‘I-&J 
‘l’his follows again from (3.5). Since the core index lies below a bound 
depending on h(Ko(yl)), (cf. I Section III, Corollary 1) and since ,i3 is very 
large anyway, it does not make much difference in which form the result is 
stated. 
IX. RELATIONS BETWEEK THE ORDER OF GAP\'D TIIE 
ORDERS OF CENTRALIZERS OF INVOLUTIONS 
\\:e treat the two factors 1 R,(G) ; and 1 G : R,,(G) ( of 1 G 1 separately. 
PROPOSITION 8. I f  y1 rind y1 me two distinct commuti~zg incoIutions of G, 
and if we set Q = (yl , y2), H -= {K,(G), Qj, y3 = y1y9 , then 
/ H 1 . 1 K&) I2 = fi I K,(y,) I . 
i=l 
(9.1) 
Proof. Let L, denote the conjugate class of yi in f1. Clearly, L, , L, , L, 
are distinct. Since the 2-Sylow group Q of f1 meets L, in one element y2 , 
every 2-Sylow group of H meets each Li in exactly one element. 
Let Q be an element of L, Then y1 inverts ~~77~ and I1 := {yi ,y& is 
dihedral. I f  the order of ylTz was odd, the two involutions yi EL, and Q EL, 
would bc conjugate in D and hence in f1, which is not true. Hence there 
exists an involution 5 which is a power of y,~ Then < commutes with yr 
and qz and 
A-4 = iv1 > 0, B = h 3 51 
are two 2-Sylow groups of Ii. It follows that < $L, , L, and hence i EL, . 
Here, 1; is uniquely determined by yr , 7z for if an involution <’ 7~ yl , 7% 
commutes with yi and 77 , then also <’ EL:, Also, 6’ commutes with 5 which 
is a power of yr~ If < # <‘, the 2-Sylow group ([, [‘J of H would meet L, 
in more than one element which is not true. 
It follows that if a-e take a 2-Sylow group iz 2 {y,} of f1 and a 2-Sylow 
group B of 11 containing A n I,:, , then B n L, consists of one element rlz 
and each 7% EL, is obtained once in this fashion. Since A is an arbitrary 
2-Sylow group of cH(yl) we have / K,(yl) : K,(Q) 1 possibilities for A. Like- 
wise, if < EL, , there exist / Cx(ys) : C,(Q) I Sylow groups B of H containing 
[. Hence the number of elements of L, is 
I %f(YI) : %I@) I . I %AYJ : w2) 1. 
On the other hand, L, consists of 1 H : C,(y.J ] elements, and we obtain (9.1). 
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I f  we set h’ -: St,(G), (9.1) can be \+ritten as 
(9.1”) 
Remark. I f  K is a group of odd order and if y, , y2 are two distinct com- 
muting involutory automorphisms of K, Iye may form the semidirect product 
H of K and {yl , yz‘,. Then (9.1*) can be applied and yields a relation bet\\-een 
fixed point numbers on K. ‘I’his is a special case of a general result of 
Wielandt [23]. \Ve may also obtain (9.1*) as a special case of the results of 
Brauer [15]. It seemed worth\vhile to give a direct elementary proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a gyoup of even order with the 2-Sylow ,oroup P 
and assume that P is neither cyclic nor a quaternion group. Let y1 and yi be two 
distinct commuting inaolutiotrs in P. If we set he = R,(G), then 
i K I < I tiK(yI) ; 1 CK(yi) I . : 6K(3~I~.?) ,. (9.2) 
If  P is neither cyclic nor a quaternion group we can choose ~1 as an imolu- 
tion in s(P) and ys as an involution of P which is different from y1 Then a 
relation (9.2) holds. In the excluded cases, i R,(G) I can be arbitrarily large 
while the centralizer of each involution of G is core-free. 
\,Ve now turn to the investigation of G/&(G). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a group of even order. Set 
p -= 1,Iax (1 CC;(/) : R,(O,(J)) r) (9.3) 
where J ranges ouer all involutions oj G. There exists a Dound PI(~) depending 
only on p with the followirlg property: .4/E fuctor groups I;, of even order in a 
composition series of G with at most one exception haze orders less than PI(~). 
If au exceptional F, OCCZ~YS, there exists a unique normal subgroup T 3 B,(G) 
of G for which T/R,(G) ‘v F,, 
Proof. \Ve first show that it suficcs to prove the statement for core-free 
groups G, i.e. for groups for which B,(G) := ill. Indeed, if the theorem is 
true in this case, it holds for (7 := G/R,(G). If  b plays the same role for G as /L 
does for G and if we can show that 
p =- ,*, (9.4) 
the proposition will hold for G. 
Set K == R,(G). Let 1 be an involution of G. There exist involutions / of G 
which correspond to J under the residue class map (mod K). Let W’be the 
reciprocal image in G of Q(j). Th en W consists of all w E G for which 
J-‘wJ = wk with k E K. 
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Since J” = 1, we have J-lkJ = k-l. I f  we set k = ki , k, a suitable power of k, 
WC see that wk,, E c,(j). It follows that Cl’ -L- 6,JJ) K and this implies 
R,(W) 2 !$(K,(J)) K. Since the residue class map (mod K) maps n,(W) 
onto fi,(C,(J)), we have 
I %(I) : JWG(~)) i = I %tl) : %KAJ)) I. (9.5) 
This implies (9.4). Note also 
(9.5 *> 
Assume now R,(G) = {l}. I f  P is again a 2-Sylow group of G and ! P j = 2”, 
clearly 2’& < + Let m denote the number of all ordered triples (r, yr ,ya) 
where r E P and where yi , yz arc involutions of P. If  (z-, yi , ya) satisfies the 
condition (*) for .F = 3(G), we may apply Theorem 4 and construct the 
corresponding normal subgroup H of G. Since 
the index 1 G : fi 1 lies helow a hound /3,(p) depending only on p. Let S he 
the intersection of all normal subgroups N obtained for the different possible 
choices of r and yi , y2 . Then S <1 G, 
1 G : S I < /3,(p)‘tL. (9.6) 
nloreover for each choice of 7r, yi , ya such that (*) is satisfied, the 2-Sylow 
group 0 = P n S cannot contain all three elements r, y1 , ye . 
I f  S has odd order, S = {I} and Theorem 5 will be true, if pi(p) >, ,8&)“. 
Assume then that S has even order. Let T be a minimal normal subgroup of 
G included in S. Since Ra( T) is characteristic in T, it follows that Rz( I’) =- (1). 
I f  y  is an involution in T, clearly 1’ is the group generated by the conjugate 
class of y  in G. We may choose y  EQ. For any 7~ EQ, the condition (*) does 
not hold for (n, y, y). It follows that a G-conjugate of n is a product of two 
G-conjugates of y. As T ~3 G, we see that v  E T. Hence Q c T and this 
implies 
IS: Ti fO(mod2) (9.7) 
In particular, this implies that T is unique. 
The group T is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups, say 
T= T, x T, x ‘.’ x T,. (9.8) 
We see easily that R2(T1) = (1). 
I f  P > I, and if ae choosep E 7’, , l$c have 
q.(y) L= Kr7.,(y) :.c, 7’, ;y .” :‘< y,. ) 
.Q&(~V)) h’ Si,(Cy (J’)), I 
) k&(y) : S12(LcT(,1:)) I 2 : T, r-1 = I 7’ / (T- 1) !?- 
Since 7’ ~1 G, we have K&s) -Al +(y) and hence 
WAY)) = W.,(Y)) n WY), 
and we obtain 
! 7’ 1 < 1 q(y) : sl&(y)) 1 T/T--1 < / c&(y) : !&,(0,(y)) y/-1. 
It now follows that 
I T 1 .< $:l’-.’ ( $, (9.9) 
If  we set p,(p) -= Max (/3&~)“~, pz), then in the case r > 1, (9~3, (9.7), and 
(9.9) show that Theorem 5 holds. No exceptional F, occurs. If  Y _ 1 in 
(9.8), the group T is simple and our statement is still true. Here, we may have 
an exceptional F,, with / FP / > /3,(y). 
COROLLARY 2. f f  ill Theorem 5, n composition factor I+‘,‘,, w’th 1 FP / > PI(p) 
occurs, its 2-Sylow group has an elementnry nbelian center. 
Proof. We may again assume that St,(G) -= [I). I f  the notation is as in the 
preceding proof, then Y =-m 1 and 7’ ‘% I:,, is simple. ‘I’hcre cannot exist 
elements r E Q and involutions y1 , y% E (I such that condition (“) is satisfied 
for (71, ~~ , y2) and 3(7’), since orhcwise Thcorcm 4 \vould yield 
/ T 1 < p :< /31(p), Now, Remark 2 in Section I\’ shows that :3(Q) is element- 
ary abelian. 
In Rrauer-Fowler [4], it n-as proved that if a group C contains more 
than one class of involutions, there exist involutions J in G such that 
( G / :<i : (,‘&) lx. The following result gi\-es a substitute for groups with 
one class of involutions. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a group which contains orle cor+gate class of involu- 
tions. There exist a bound /3&) depending ouly on p z&h thefollozkqproperty : 
I f  J is au involutio~z ?f G and ,u = j ~~(1) : R,&(J)) I, then 
I G : J%(G) I < P&I . I %(J) 13. (9.10) 
Yyoof. We use the same notation as in the proof of ‘Cheorem 5. Because 
of (9.7), the groups S and T have the same 2-Sylow group Q. By Sylow’s 
theorems, this implies 
s = lR,(Q) 7’. 
Rloreover, there exists a subgroup of odd order L’ll of rl,(Q), such that 
Sl,(O) =: :I10 and hence S = MY’. I f  WC set :I4 n 7’ =.. I<, then 
If iY is odd, S = a,(G) and the statement follows from (9.6). I f  j S 1 
is even, choose the involution J in ,O =- 1’ n S. Since ii/l normalizes Q, the 
number of M-conjugates of J is at most equal to the number li of involutions 
in Q. This implies JI j 5:; v  j K,M(/) ,. Hence 
JS’:TI =,liZ:R -:.: v  , t&(J) : CR(J) . 
As is seen easily, 
Thus, 
1 S : 7’ ; < v  ( K,(J) : K,(j) : < 2’” : K,(J) : q-(j) 1 . (9.11) 
Set i; = T/R,(G), I== J%,(G). On applying (9.5) to 7’ instead of G, we 
have 
/ CT(J) : -c\&(J)) , 5; p. 
WC also note (cf. (9.5”)) 
/ CT(J) I < I C:,(J) I . 
Apply now Theorems 1 and 3 of Brauer [15] to the simple group i’. ‘The 
element denoted by I-’ in [IS] can be chosen as 1. For A = 2, it follows that 
there exists a bound ,/3*(p) depending only on p such that 
j T : J‘\,(G) i < ,kI*(‘) 1 K#) “. (9.12) 
(actually, if we have Case I in Theorem 1 of [/5], the index in (9.12) lies 
below 2yo(2n)1;2 I $(I) i3 and 2” .< p. If  v;e hale Case II, the index lies 
below a bound depending only on p. All this Cl1 be discussed in the third 
paper). Iiow Theorem 6 is obtained on combining (9.6), (9.11) and (9.12). 
THEOREM 6”. If the assumptions me the same ns in TheoTern 6 and if the 
2-Sylozc group P is neither cyclic nor n pate&on group, then 
This is seen by applying Theorem 6 to G = G/R,(G) and using (9.5*) 
and (9.2). 
I f  P is cyclic, it is well known that G has a normal 2-complement. Thus 
G/R,(G) ‘VP. If  P is a quaternion group, G/R,(G) has a center of order 2, 
cf. Theorem 2. Thus, for the two exceptional cases, 
I G : MG) I = I %U) : %.(%(.I) I = I*. 
S. CASES IK /VHIC:H ONLY 1k~rE: AIANY CORE-FREE GKKJ~S EXIST 
'~HE~RERI 7. Let P be a ?-gt’oup zchich is tlot elenzentavy ubelian and which 
satisjes the following collditions: 
(a) Ezxry imolution y  E I’ lies in the center J(P). 
(b) If u, u are tzLo elements of P of the same order a)zd if {u} n {E$ -i’- (l), 
then 11 ~‘2’ brlorgs to the FrattiC subg-group 3(P) of P. 
There exist only ,finite many trotlisomorphic core-free groups G zcith P as their 
2-S?loec g?vup. 
PUIO~. ‘I’ake a fixed fusion .F in 1’. \Ve use a double induction, first on 
P and then on the number of pairs (yl , yT ) of involutions in .F. Suppose 
that the group G has the 2-Sylow group P and that 9(G) = .Y. 
1. .%ssume first that no two different in\-olutions of P are .F-conjugate. 
I,et v  and 7 be two .F-conjugate elements of f’, say of order 2”‘. Then c?“‘~~ 
and 9 
1,1- 1 
are .P-conjugate involutions and hence c?‘“~-’ =-7 z”‘-1. It follo\Vs 
from (1)) that O-‘T E-F(P). This implies P*(F) s X(P). Kow, a theorem 
of Tate-Thompson (cf. Tate [2/l) h s ows that G has a normal 2-complement. 
Since G is core-free, G :- P. 
2. Suppose next that there exist involutions y  E P which arc ,$-conjugate 
to elements y’ #- y, y’ E I’. Let B be the set of all such y. Since y, y’ E J(P), 
a Sylow group argument shows that there exist elements o E Q(P) with 
y’ := y”. The group Kc(y) also has 2-Sylow group P and in Q(y) the elements 
y  and y’ are no longer conjugate. Hence X1 :-m .F&(y)) contains fewer 
pairs of involutions than F. LTsing induction we may assume that we have an 
upper bound CL* not depending on G for all , K&j) : R,(K:,(y)) i with y  E 8. 
I,et r be an element of P of order at least 4. I f  y  E 8, the triple (7~, y, y) 
satisfies condition (*), since all -F-conjugates of y  lies in ,3(P), cf. (a). Now, 
Theorem 4 shows that G contains a normal subgroup FZ, which does not 
contain both r and y  and for which / G : II I lies below a fixed bound. Apply 
this argument for all possible choices of n and of y  and let ,S be the inter- 
section of the corresponding groups [I. Then 5’ ,-I G and the index / G : S ; 
lies again below a fixed bound. Moreover, if the 2-Sylow group 0 7. S n P 
of S meets 8, then (2 cannot contain elements of order 4 and is therefore 
elementary ahelian. 
The group S, =~: PS has the 2-Sylow group P. Set ,F1 = .F(S,). I f  two 
elements o and 7 of 1’ are conjugate in S, , say 7 -= P w-ith m E P, s E S, then 
7 =: C? mod S and hence mod S n P. Thus, we can set 
7 _ ps _ gq with s E s, TEE, qE_o. (10.1) 
3. Assume first that Q n 8 f  Q. As we have seen, (,, then is elementary 
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abelian. Thus, y” = 1. On the other hand, P is not elementary abelian and 
contains elements p of order 4. It follows from (a) that p and pq have the same 
square and from (b) that q E s(P). Now (10.1) implies U-IT E s(P). (Zonse- 
quently, P*(?,) g E(P). Again, the Tate-Thompson Theorem [22] shons 
that S, has a normal 2-complement. Since 51,(G) = (11, we have R,(S) := {I), 
and since S,/S is a 2-group, R,(S,) =:= {Ij. It follows that S, := I’, i.e., 
.Y E I’. Hence the order of G is bounded. 
4. \Ve now turn to the case 0 n Z := 8. If  two involutions 0, 7 of P are 
conjugate in S, , then (10.1) applies. Since here 0, r t :3(P), we ha1.e 
7 rz gs = 0 9 (10.2) 
and the element s E S can be chosen in 4L,(P). By the Schur-Zassenhaus 
Theorem, 91s(P) == PIV with 2-regular IV. It follows that s can be taken as 
2-regular element. Since the involutions u and 7 commute by (a) either 9 = 1 
or q is an involution of Q. In the latter case, Q 9 E and since qs E P, the defini- 
tion of B shows that y” =-- g. By (10.2) #’ = oq”‘, and since s is 2-regular, 
we conclude q =--= 1. Hence no two distinct involutions U, 7 of P are St-con- 
jugate. Taking S, instead of G, we have the case treated in part 1) of the 
proof. It follows that S, has a normal 2-complement; again this implies that 
S z P and that ( G 1 is bounded. This completes the proof. 
Remark. The 2-Sylow groups Y of the simple Suzuki groups Su(P~‘r), 
(m >, I), satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 7. Hence, these P occur as 
2-Sylow groups of simple groups G, but there can be only finitely many such 
G for each P. There are other cases in which similar results can be obtained 
by related methods. In Brauer [14], it was shown that for abelian 2-groups P 
there exist only finitely many nonisomorphic core-free groups G with P 
as their Sylow group, if and only if P has no direct factor of type (2, 2). In 
generalizing the method, we can study the following situation: 
Let .Y hc a set of pairs (P, 3) where 1’ is a 2-group and .% a fusion in P. 
Assume that the (P, .F) E .Y satisfy the following conditions: 
(A) If  P*(F) f  P, (11, there exists a group P, with P 3 F’, 2 P*(T) 
such that for all fusions -%i of P, with 3r c 3, we have (P, , .F1) E .‘/‘. 
(B) If  P*(Y) = P, then 
(i) for each fusion -9, C .F of P with P*(.Ft) # P, we have 
(P, .F,) E Y. 
(ii) there exist elements rr E P and involutions yi , yZ E P such that 
condition (*) holds for (r, yi , yZ). ICI oreovcr, if qi is an extreme 3-conjugate 
of yi and if Q,i = O,(~,)/{~i}, then (Qi ,3?) E 5/’ for any fusion F$ of Q!i 
which is covered by a fusion Fi c .F of K,(q,) (z’ = 1, 2). 
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